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Summary: What did I learn?

Faculty want to do the right thing

Faculty were already making prosocial decisions (where to publish; use of Open Education 
Resources)

Some were excited to be able to pursue new projects with the community

Others just thanked me

We’ve been doing it one way for so long, faculty have a hard time imagining something different

It takes time to socialize and educate

Passing a policy like this requires intentionality and persistence

Administrators are totally open to new ways of doing things - this was the easy part!
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Overview

• Why did we undertake reform efforts? 

• What did we do?  

• What strategies did I use to maximize 
success?

Values oriented approach
Identify: what’s important from social 
justice perspective (the values) 

Express: Allow faculty to express how 
their work fulfills those or other 
(personal) values (researcher 
philosophy)

Document: create a way for the faculty 
to illustrate how works fulfils 
mission/values (annotation of research, 
teaching, and service)

IED DEI
Dougherty, Grand, & Slevc 2019
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Why did we undertake reform efforts?
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Why did we undertake reform efforts?

• A need to incentivize research integrity, transparency, and reproducibility and 
promote trust in science 


• Misalignment between what we say we value and what is rewarded


• Commonly used metrics are problematic
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Misalignment between values and rewards

University mission statements often tout the importance of community and 
public engagement, and working for the public good 

But, these values are rarely weighed very heavily, and when considered are 
lumped under the ‘service’ category.
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Universities say they want to  
address societal problems

Universities Reward Faculty  
for “Visibility”

Climate Change Attend Conference

Conflict between Social 
Responsibility  

and Incentives for Tenure 

Do my part to reduce 
carbon footprint

Fly to SF  
(1.3 Tonnes of CO2)

The Public Good The Incentivized Behavior
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Traditional metrics are problematic:
They can create Adverse Impact

Citation disparities are multidisciplinary
• Physics - Teich et al. (2022) Nature Physics 
• Communications - Wang et al. (2021). Ann Comm Assoc.  
• Economics - Koffi (2021) AEA Papers and Proc 
• Social Science - Kozlowski et al (2022). Nature 
• Medicine - Chatterjee & Werner (2021) JAMA Netw Open. 

2021

Men

Women

Kozlowski, Lariviere, Sugimoto, & Monroe-White (2022). Intersectional inequalities 
in science. 119, e2113067119, https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2113067119
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Traditional metrics are problematic:
They don’t reflect quality

Wang et al. 2017. Research policy Dougherty & Horne (2022). Royal Society Open Science.
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Why did we undertake reform efforts?
It was necessary

• A need to build a more trustworthy and reproducible science. Need to incentivize research practices 
that support trust, transparency, and reproducibility. 

• How we do research has changed. Collaboration, multi-authorship, secondary data, more normative

• More interest amongst young faculty in having an actual impact. Community/societal impact is more 
typical of social-justice minded individuals

• Broader recognition that existing system is ‘broken’
• Not good for either scientists or the science

• Traditional ‘metrics’ or benchmarks are seriously problematic

• Universities are re-orienting themselves around values
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What did we do?
What would the evaluation system look like if it were built to 

accommodate modern approaches to science?
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When a measure becomes a target, it ceases to be a good measure -
Goodhart’s Law

Faculty will learn how to game the system, whether they do so 
implicitly or explicitly. The goal then is to create measures and 
incentives such that ‘gaming’ becomes a pro-social behavior.

Incentives Matter

P&T policies codify the incentives!
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What might we want our faculty to game?

Inclusiveness

High quality reproducible science

Societal benefit

Engagement with community

Enhanced accessibility of our work to the 
communities we serve

Improved accessibility of diverse communities 
to the scientific community

Acceleration science through better sharing 
and communication

Things that influenced UMD 

● Several NASEM reports on research integrity and open 
science (2017; 2018; 2019; 2020)

● Anna Scheel’s paper on registered reports
● Issues with reproducibility in PsycScience (and beyond)
● Roberts et al. (2020) Racial inequality in psychological 

research. PPS
● Moher et al. (2018) Assessing scientists for hiring, 

promotion, and tenure. PLOS
● Wang et al (2020) Gendered citation practices in the field of 

communications
● White et al (2021). Race, gender and scholarly impact: 

Disparities for women and faculty of color in clinical 
psychology. J. Clin. Psychology

● Boyer report & Kellogg Commission Report
● Realization that ERC’s actually care about social justice 

issues, want to solve real-world problems, and want to 
democratize research and data (OS!)

● Change is coming one way or another. May as well be 
out front. 
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Hiring and Recruiting  
(Job Ads, start-ups)

Annual/Merit Review

Promotion and Tenure

Internal Funding Mechanisms

Faculty and Student Awards

Reimagined incentives 
as reinforcing core 
values

Focus is on behaviors, 
eliminate biased 
indicators

Build consistency 
across evaluation 
points, make 
consistent with values

You can find our policies and initiatives here: https://psyc.umd.edu/about-us/department-policies-and-initiatives

Starting in 2017, we underwent a multiyear 
effort to overhaul our entire evaluation 
system.
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Hiring and Recruiting  
(Job Ads, start-ups)

Annual/Merit Review

Promotion and Tenure

Internal Funding Mechanisms

Faculty and Student Awards

You can find our policies and initiatives here: https://psyc.umd.edu/about-us/department-policies-and-initiatives

Key Features
1. Wanted to ‘enable’ pathways to tenure, 

not prevent them 
2. Criteria focus on values, and they’re 

infused throughout 
3. Heavy focus on social justice, broadly 

defined 
4. Envisions an important role for 

transparency and openness in research 
and teaching 

5. CV’s are annotated to reflect actual work 
products!  

6. Recognize value of all work products, 
not just publications 

7. Eliminated impact factors and citations 
8. Wanted to empower intellectual risk 

taking, not inhibit it 
9. Substance over quantity

Some useful observations
1. Unanimously voted in (27-0)  
2. Faculty can see a clearer path to 

tenure. 
3. Many faculty ‘thanked me’ 
4. Recognize and value important 

service or shared governance 
roles (associate chairs, DCT, etc) 

5. Effort supported by my dean 
and associate provost for faculty 
affairs.
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Example Criteria and Values
Quality and potential for Impact (6 of 9 criteria)

• Application of basic science for addressing real-world problem and/or societal needs. (Community) 

• Involvement in community-engaged research aimed at addressing relevant social issues that leads to 
publication or public policy. (Public/Inclusion) 

• Research that addresses gaps in the literature as they pertain to historically under-represented groups. 
(Diversity/Inclusion) 

• Commitment to providing equitable access to scholarly research through open access (Access/Openness) 

• Development of research tools, code, data, and open sharing of those resources (Openness/
Transparency) 

• Evidence of adhering to standards for conducting transparent, ethically sound, and reproducible research 
(Rigor/Integrity)
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Traditional CV: 
• Promotes bean counting

• Hides content and contribution

• Ignores work products

Annotated CV: 
• Provides richer context

• Makes work products visible

• Provides opportunity to highlight what matters

Dougherty MR, Slevc LR, Grand JA. Making Research Evaluation More Transparent: Aligning Research Philosophy, Institutional Values, and 
Reporting. Perspectives on Psychological Science. 2019;14(3):361–375.  Green OA: https://psyarxiv.com/48qux/

Annotation of Research
Mapping Criteria to Reporting
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How did I do it?
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How did I do it?

• Establish principles around which reform will take place.


• Leverage data and consensus reports 


• I tried to stay away from opinion or assertion and tried to anchor our 
approach in data, consensus reports, and authoritative sources


• Used intentional strategies to build awareness, engagement, and support
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Evidence based approach

Centered on values and mission 

Minimize sources of bias the can drive inequities

Reflect modern approaches to science

Recognize diverse approaches

Inclusive of practices 

Broaden what counts 

Recognize that roles change across the career

Guiding Principles
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Data and consensus reports
We did research!

• National Academies Reports on Research Integrity, Open Science, and Reproducibility


• Reviewed bibliometrics literature


• Analyzed bibliometrics for 46,000+ articles


• Does the data support their use? (no)


• Reviewed consensus reports on faculty evaluation


• Declaration on Research Assessment (sfdora.org); Leiden Manifesto


• Moher et al.


• Looked at other data on inequities
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Strategies and process
Administrators support

• Talked with associate dean and associate provost for faculty affairs.


• Found surprising allies


• Senior leadership was tuned into issues of research integrity, equity, hidden 
labor, mid-career stagnation 


• Administrators supportive, but wanted to see reforms emerging from the faculty


• Not everything we wanted to do was on every administrator’s radar; so I put it 
on their radar


• Cleared for take off
23



Strategies and process
Laying groundwork

• Weekly sharing of information


• Enticed faculty to engage with the literature (used ice cream contests)


• Leveraged power of repetition


• Create reinforcing vectors 


• Changed job ads; open access in start-ups; funding mechanism to support 
activities
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Strategies and process
Getting faculty on board

• Built working group strategically


• Created small-diverse working group of the easily persuadable (sympathetic and thoughtful of the 
issues)


• Don’t waste time on those who won’t need convincing


• Use the power of many voices to bring traditional powerbrokers onboard


• Incorporate whole department feedback strategically


• Build support starting with most junior and worked up to full


• Minimized workload on everyone. I did all the heavy lifting, used committee to refine and edit


• Minimize threat. We tried to ensure faculty that our approach was about opening up pathways, not 
about mandating them.
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Lay groundwork before you begin: The Slow Bleed

● Generate list of values
● Create departmental values 

statement
● Share sfdora.org early and often
● NASEM reports
● Boyer report

Create small but diverse 
Team: Assistant, 
Associate, Full

Develop criteria: Use 
consensus reports, rely 
on data, reference 
mission statement

Consider
●How historical approaches create systemic 
barriers

●Community Engaged work as valuable and 
important

●Real-world societal impact
●How changes achieve anti-racism objectives
●How open science advances DEI, impacts 
through access, enhances inclusion

Assistant

Associate

Full

● Engage with Faculty affairs
● Leverage CGS/ HELIOS/ 

NIH/ OSTP
● Discuss with dean
● Gather support from leaders
● Educate those in need

Refine as faculty. 
Stick to values.
Justify criteria by 
data or consensus

Build Consensus 2
●Know the data
●Keep meeting centered on 
values

●Compromise
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Thank you!

Resources for reform available on OSF: https://osf.io/pfwtx/


Working with an organization that might want to engage? Let me know!


email me: mdougher@umd.edu
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Summary: What did I learn?

Faculty want to do the right thing

Faculty were already making prosocial decisions (where to publish; use of Open Education 
Resources)

Some were excited to be able to pursue new projects with the community

Others just thanked me

We’ve been doing it one way for so long, faculty have a hard time imagining something different

It takes time to socialize and educate

Passing a policy like this requires intentionality and persistence

Administrators are totally open to new ways of doing things - this was the easy part!
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Ongoing Efforts

• Working with a team from the Open Science Research Funders Group (orfg.org) to 
run workshops


• Online information sharing ‘workshops’ with Psychology Department chairs


• Hands-on activities based workshops 


• Council of Graduate Departments of Psychology (COGDOP) x 2


• Association for Psychological Science


• American Anthropological Association


• Open invitation to anyone who wants us to run a workshop

The Team 
Greg Tanenbaum

Erin McKiernan

Caitlin Carter
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Not included in presentation
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Annotation of Research
Mapping Criteria to Reporting
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Resources that emphasize need for transparency and openness
National Academies of Sciences Engineering and Medicine. Fostering Integrity in Research. The National Academies Press, Washington, DC, 
2017. 

National Academies of Sciences Engineering and Medicine. Open Science by Design: Realizing a Vision for 21st Century Research. The 
National Academies Press, Washington, DC, 2018. 

National Academies of Sciences Engineering and Medicine. Reproducibility and Replicability in Science. The National Academies Press, 
Washington, DC, 2019. 

National Academies of Sciences Engineering and Medicine. Enhancing Scientific Reproducibility in Biomedical Research Through 
Transparent Reporting: Proceedings of a Workshop. The National Academies Press, Washington, DC, 2020 

National Academies of Sciences Engineering, and Medicine. Advancing Antiracism, diversity, equity, and inclusion, in STEMM Organizations: 
Beyond Broadening Participation. 

David Moher, Florian Naudet, Ioana A. Cristea, Frank Miedema, John P. A. Ioannidis, and Steven N. Goodman. Assessing scientists for hiring, 
promotion, and tenure. PLOS Biology,16(3):1–20, 2018.

Dougherty MR, Slevc LR, Grand JA. Making Research Evaluation More Transparent: Aligning Research Philosophy, Institutional Values, and 
Reporting. Perspectives on Psychological Science. 2019;14(3):361–375

Michael C. Frank. N-best evaluation for academic hiring and promotion. Trends in Cognitive Sciences, 23(12):983–985, Dec 2019.

D. Hicks, P. Wouters, L. Waltman, S. de Rijcke, and I. Rafols. Bibliometrics: The Leiden Manifesto for research metrics. Nature, 520:429–431, 2015.

San Fransisco Declaration on Research Assessment (DORA). Sfdora.org 33



Highlights

• Expunged reputation-based metrics from our evaluative systems (citations, impact 
factors, awards)


• Centered evaluative criteria on institutional and disciplinary values.


• Reframed evaluative system to emphasize those aspects of a candidates work that 
is under their control (tried to remove elements that were not under their control).


• Reward behaviors that support the university mission, good research behavior, and 
societal impact


• Changed CV format so that reporting of work lines up with criteria; Redefine 
impact to include both scientific and societal impact.
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Educate

Incentivize 
engagement (ice 
cream)

Consistency of 
messages

I shared papers on scholarship of 
evaluation with faculty regularly

Set up contests to respond to prompts (e.g., 
sfdora.org)

Messaging was regular and 
consistent

Engaged with senior 
leadership

Educated whoever I could, found 
surprising allies

Infused values 
everywhere

Job ads, policies, awards, 
statements

Used all of the levers I 
had at my disposal

Most time 
consuming

Promotion letters, 
dean’s meetings, etc
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Unprecedented desire for change right now.

International Efforts underway to foster change
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https://www.scholcommlab.ca/2022/05/04/findings-from-the-rpt-project/
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These constructs almost uniformly fall into the ‘service’ category 
— the least ‘important’ of the categories.
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What figures most prominently into research evaluation?
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https://www.scholcommlab.ca/2022/05/04/findings-from-the-rpt-project/
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Misalignment between values and rewards
Disconnect between traditional incentives and stated values

22

Typical incentives

● Publication (more is better) 
● Status
● Reputation
● “Metrics”
● Where published not 

what published 
● Grant funding
● Awards
● “Visibility

Stated values

● Advance research for public 
good

● Address societal problems 
● Serve community/public
● Equitable opportunities to 

create and distribute 
knowledge and resources

● Engage with community
● Broaden access
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https://www.scholcommlab.ca/2022/05/04/findings-from-the-rpt-project/
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https://www.scholcommlab.ca/2022/05/04/findings-from-the-rpt-project/
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Impact as Access

Who has access to your research? 
Typically academics in resource rich westernized institutions?

Who are we missing and who else might benefit from the research?


What do people have access to? 
Typically only a brief report summarizing research findings

What other work products might be useful for others to have access to?


How can we broaden access? 
Make more of our work available 

Share freely and openly as much of the work product as possible (code, data, research instruments, reports)


How might broadening access benefit society? 
More people can learn from and benefit from science

More scientists can participate in science. More minds and more diverse voice accelerates sciences.
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Google search results for “How to boost citation counts”46



Do citations belong on the lefthand side of the equation or the right? 

Is our goal to maximize citations, or is it to understand nature?

Google search results for “How to boost citation counts”
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You can’t reward behaviors you can’t see.
There’s a need to fundamentally 
restructure CV’s to allow faculty to 
showcase their actual work. 

Johnson, D. J., Ampofo, D., Erbas, S. A.*, Robey, A., Calvert, H.*, Garriques, V. 
R.*, Gulbransen, L.*, Hatch, J.*, Iqbal, R.*, Lewis, M.*, Stern, E.*, & 
Dougherty, M. R. (2021). Cognitive Control and the Implicit Association Test: A 
Replication of Siegel, Dougherty, and Huber (2012). Collabra: Psychology 4 
January 2021; 7 (1): 27356. doi: https://doi.org/10.1525/collabra.27356

Maryland PSYC and U of Oregon PSYC have 
adopted an annotated CV format and 
philosophy statements (see Dougherty, 
Slevc & Grand, 2019) 
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You can’t reward behaviors you can’t see.

There’s a need to fundamentally 
restructure CV’s to allow faculty to 
showcase their actual work. 

Johnson, D. J., Ampofo, D., Erbas, S. A.*, Robey, A., Calvert, H.*, Garriques, V. 
R.*, Gulbransen, L.*, Hatch, J.*, Iqbal, R.*, Lewis, M.*, Stern, E.*, & 
Dougherty, M. R. (2021). Cognitive Control and the Implicit Association Test: A 
Replication of Siegel, Dougherty, and Huber (2012). Collabra: Psychology 4 
January 2021; 7 (1): 27356. doi: https://doi.org/10.1525/collabra.27356

Johnson, D. J., Ampofo, D., Erbas, S. A.*, Robey, A., Calvert, H.*, Garriques, V. R.*, 
Gulbransen, L.*, Hatch, J.*, Iqbal, R.*, Lewis, M.*, Stern, E.*, & Dougherty, M. R. (2021). 
Cognitive Control and the Implicit Association Test: A Replication of Siegel, Dougherty, 
and Huber (2012). Collabra: Psychology 4 January 2021; 7 (1): 27356. doi: 
https://doi.org/10.1525/collabra.27356

● Article type: Empirical
● Data: Original data.
● Number of experiments: 2 experiments.
● Data type and sample size: Behavioral data; IAT,  AMP, & Stroop. Study 1 

(N=148); Study 2 (N=218).
● Reproducibility: Open data and open analysis code (osf.io/973ez); pre-

registered.(https://osf.io/dgxut/). Paper open access.
● Role: Secondary. Conceptualized idea; assisted with methods; verified that models 

ran; and provided critical edits. UG students are  denoted with asterisks. Robey, 
Johnson, and Ampofo are post doctoral students or graduate students. Johnson and 
Robey led the project.

● Contribution: Paper presents 2 failed replications of a study that I published in 2012. 
The study was carried out as part of an open-science training seminar with 
undergraduate students.
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Examples of reform efforts: University of Maryland
Hiring and Recruiting (Job 
Ads, start-ups)

Annual/Merit Review

Promotion and Tenure

Internal Funding

Faculty Awards

You can find our policies and initiatives here: https://psyc.umd.edu/about-us/department-policies-and-
initiatives

Key Features
1. Explicit criteria
2. Criteria included that 

reflect values. 
3. Use structured decision 

tool (multi-attribute 
decision tool)

4. Weights for tool are 
crowdsourced by faculty 
(everyone decides how 
criteria are weighted)

5. CV’s are annotated to 
reflect actual work 
products! 

6. Faculty are rewarded for 
what they do, not where 
they publish
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Examples of reform efforts: University of Maryland
Hiring and Recruiting (Job 
Ads, start-ups)

Annual/Merit Review

Promotion and Tenure

Internal Funding

Faculty Awards

You can find our policies and initiatives here: https://psyc.umd.edu/about-us/department-policies-and-
initiatives

Key Features
1. Explicit criteria
2. Criteria included that 

reflect values. 
3. Use structured decision 

tool (multi-attribute 
decision tool)

4. Weights for tool are 
crowdsourced by faculty 
(everyone decides how 
criteria are weighted)

5. CV’s are annotated to 
reflect actual work 
products! 

6. Faculty are rewarded for 
what they do, not where 
they publish

Some useful outcomes
1. Process naturally 

accommodates tradeoffs! 
2. High interrater reliability (icc 

~0.80)
3. Obtain a performance profile 

per faculty. Faculty can see 
where they excelled, and can 
see where others have 
excelled!

4. Strong evidence of equity both 
in evaluation, but also in $$ 
awarded for raises!

5. Nobody complained!

Method designed to reduce reduce noise 
and bias in evaluation
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Examples of reform efforts: University of Maryland
Hiring and Recruiting (Job 
Ads, start-ups)

Annual/Merit Review

Promotion and Tenure

Internal Funding 
“Broadening Participation”

Faculty Awards

You can find our policies and initiatives here: https://psyc.umd.edu/about-us/department-policies-and-
initiatives

Key Features
1. $200,000 allocated to broaden 

access to psychological 
science 

2. Broaden access to education 
(Open Education Resources)

3. Broaden participation in 
research samples (Roberts et 
al.)

4. Broaden involvement in 
science (Community 
partnerships) 

5. Broaden pipeline (Post-
doctoral scholars, UG 
workshops, etc)

6. Broaden access to 
scholarship, research tools, 
and data (open science 
pipeline development)
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Examples of reform efforts: University of Maryland
Hiring and Recruiting (Job 
Ads, start-ups)

Annual/Merit Review

Promotion and Tenure

Internal Funding 
“Broadening Participation”

Faculty Awards

You can find our policies and initiatives here: https://psyc.umd.edu/about-us/department-policies-and-
initiatives

Key Features
1. $200,000 allocated to broaden 

access to psychological 
science 

2. Broaden access to education 
(Open Education Resources)

3. Broaden participation in 
research samples (Roberts et 
al.)

4. Broaden involvement in 
science (Community 
partnerships) 

5. Broaden pipeline (Post-
doctoral scholars, UG 
workshops, etc)

6. Broaden access to 
scholarship, research tools, 
and data (open science 
pipeline development)

Some useful outcomes
1. UG students are saving over 

$100k per year on textbook 
costs

2. Two community partnerships 
have been formed

3. Supporting two post doctoral 
students
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Broadening what ‘counts’: Example from U of Maryland

Research
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Broadening what ‘counts’: Example from U of Maryland

Teaching
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